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COORDINATION AND COOPERATION
IN HIGHER EDUCATION
IN MASSACHUSETTS

By David D. Henry*

Introduction

For a nuMber of years college and university administrators,

government officials, and legislators, both state and federal, have

striven to achieve better inter-institutional cooperation and coordi-

nation in higher education. Today, as a decade ago, the concept

is widely applauded and seldom accomplished as conceived. The goal

turns out to be elusive and isolated achievements are frequently

off-set by negative developments. Nation-wide and in individual

states and regions, we seem to be no closer naw than in the past to

accomplishing the objectives that have been set out in strong language

in legislation and in edalcationel policy statements and for whose

implementation elaborate machinery has been established.

The very terms "coordination" and "cooperation" have became

ambiguous. When they are used in higher education or their concepts

implemented, there are many who are unsure about who is doing what

to whom, and under what circumstances.**

",The opinions, conclusions and recommendations in this report are those
of the author, and do not necessarily represent the policy of the Academy
for Educationpl Development.

*See The Canitol and the CMMOUS, State Responsibility for Post - secondary
Education, a Report and Recommendations by the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, "Coordination and Planning," p. 23-37; McGraw Hill Book Co.,New York,
April 1971.



It is against this national background that the Academy for

Educational Development asked for comment on a number of questions

that have been included in the Massachusetts Higher Education study.

Specifically, the questions were:

1. How can the State of Massachusetts plan more effectively
for higher education?

2. Is a regional structure likely to be useful for higher
education planning in Massachusetts?

3. How can the views of the Legislature and the public be
fed more adequately intothe higher education planning
mechanism in Massachusetts?

4. How can inter-institutional cooperation and coordination
be fostered in Massachusetts?

5. How can competitive expansion, duplication of efforts,
and waste of funds be avoided in Massachusetts?

In order to update my background on the higher education situa-

tion in Massachusetts, particularly with respect to cooperation and

coordination among the various institutions and segments in the

state, I visited with a number of college and university executives

and government officials, studied a number of reports and documents

already prepared, and then discussed the questions being raised in

this study with the local members of the study. staff. My responses to the

questions have been influenced, in part, by my observations of the higher educa-

tion situation in Massachusetts as I found it and by my conversations

with those whom I interviewed. This memorandum presents first a number

of the factors involved, and then turns to the questions as listed.



At the st7;rt, I erphnsize that I a^). not taking any

Position on the Governor's reorrrnization plan. I

share the point of vie: that the functions of coor-

dination, cooperation, and planning will have tl be

carried out whatever structure for implementation

is given the responsibility.

Factor #1. The Relationshi Between Private and Public Institutions

Today the relationships between private and public institutions

of higher education are a dominant factor in any study of higher edu-

cation in the state. The nature of these relationships has major

implications with respect to planning for the future of higher educa-

tion in Massachusetts.

In the private sector there is widespread apprehension as to:

1. The adequacy of future financial resources to underwrite

a continuation of the present quality and scope of programs

being offered.

This concern varies from worry over the financial ability

of raintaining past and present strength to an outright

insecurity as to the future stability of entire institutions.

The *budget crunch" is emphasized by the possibility that

tuition revenue will deUine an the result of a prospective
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reduction in enrolment, occasioned by either (a) increasing

tuition costs without adequate student assistance; or

(b) the expansion by public colleges and universities

into areas directly competitive, geographically or

financially, with programs already established in private

institutions; or (c) a decline in senior college and

university enrolments in general.

2. The impeiAing competition for part-time students both in

formal and in informal non-credit work, particularly in

the 33::..iton area.

On a unit-cost accounting basis the education of part-

time students is frequently just as expensive to the

institution as that of a Hill -tine student. From a prag-

matic administrative point of view, however, the cost of

space, coon services and overhead are chargeable generally

to the full-time student body regardless of the part-time

load. Hence, revenue from part-time students is an impor-

tant "add on" in the budget of many private institutions,

particularly the large ones located in big cities. Com-

petition for part-time students at the undergraduate level,

therefore, clearly provides a potential for institutional

conflict. The wore specialized the curriculum, the more

intense will be the coxpetition.



3. Possible competition for regular full-time undergraduate

students (a concern everywhere,but one that was not urgent

in Massachusetts in the fall of 1972).

Although no less than 60% of the full-time students in

Massachusetts are now enrolled in private colleges and

universities, these institutions. draw heavily also from

the pool of young people located outside of the state.

Enrolment projection studies now being made in Massachusetts,

as elsewhere in the country, indicate that the outlook

for full-time uAdergraduate enrolment is unclear. In a

few years the number in traditional senior institutions

may well decline.

4. Duplication of educational programs at the doctoral and

advanced professional levels.

Here costs are relatively very high. Educators at both state-

supported and private institutions should be sure that the

resources of each are allocated within an appropriate "division

of ls:bor." The introduction of new programs at public insti-

tutions which are similar to those already existing at the

private universities (and for which there is already a dim

prospect of enrolment'expansion) bears careful examination.

Mien public or private institutions offer new programs to
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students which parallel or duplicate existing programs

that appear to be sufficient for enrolment demand, the

result will only add to the long-range fiscal problems

of both the private and public institutions. When a

new program is offered at a lower net cost to the student,

under such circumstances, conflict is inevitable.

An amelioration of theseapprehensionsis clearly necessary before

it is possible to create an' atmosphere for cooperative endeavor leading

to state-vide planning for higher education and for a responsible utili-

zation of existing educational resources. In Massachusetts the private

sector is one of the largest concentrations of public service being

provided by private institutions in the nation. It is both an economic

and cultural asset to the State. Public policy should take into account

not only the preservation but also the enhancement of that asset. New

programs and innovations cannot, therefore, be the exclusive domain of

the public institutions.

Responsibilities of

Public Institutions

The future development of the public universities and colleges

clouds the public-private relationships and same resolution of the

=tuna concerns should have high priority in the consideration of

state plsnninrs in Massachusetts. During the past decade the develop-

ment of the public institutions has been the source of considerable



state pride. The enlargement and expansion of the University of

Massachusetts, both in the scope of its programs and in its academic

reputation, the growth of the state colleges and the development of

the ComTunity colleges, all attest to the fact that there was a great

need to which they were able to respond.

As students of higher education know,' Massachusetts was somewhat

tardy among the states of the Union in establishing a clear and

definitive role for its public universities and colleges and in

giving them a high priority in financial support. Although much

progress has been made in recent years, the total state effort has

not exceeded that of other states. This comparison may be made whether the

measurement is made on the basis of per capita personal income in the

state, per capita expenditure made on higher education, or per capita

taxes levied for higher educational purposes.

It may reasonably be concluded, therefore, that Massachusetts has

not overdone its effort. Indeed the contrary is true; that is, that

the state must continue to be concerned about the development of

excellence, exnanding the adequacy of programs 1/1 the various univer-

sities and colleges under its direct control, and of considering new

programs Then the need is fully justified.



that:

There should be no serious disagreement with the general premise

o state supported institutions of higher education have a

vital plblic mission

o Massachuoctts has a potential for the fulfirimmat of

that mission on a par with other states and

o Massachusetts should sugportthoseinstitc(tions in a way

that is at least comparable with other industrial states.

There remain. however, the question of how best to carry on

the development, the be mteh.:)d to use, how best to serve the public

interest without (a) :Laming the private institut5.,-Pas vitally and

(b) encournging at the same time a obilosoph:- --)f "left-over" service

to be p:rovided by the state-supported institm;ionc,.. To say, as same

do, that public institutions should carry on only those activities

that are not being handled by private colleges and universities is to

deny the basic responsibility of public higher education.

No state has adopted such a policy, and it cannot be adopted without

damage to the *welfare of the people of the state.

A public university has a group of functions in teaching, research,

nnd public serl-ice. Once these have been set forth and approved in

support of broad objectives, the institution should be expected to

develop effectively, but also planfully. "Planfully" is a key word.

There must be plans for both public and private institutions, and they

must be related to each other.
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Prior to the improvement in the relationships between the public

and the private sectors there is need, however, to share in arrange-

ments for planning, communication with respect to present and future

planning, and to establish ways and means for mutual consideration of

what is ultimately best for both the student and the Commonwealth.

At the present time each institution in the state, public or private,

believes that 5itiat it is doing now and what it plans for the future

is in the best interest of"the Commonwealth. Clearly, inter-institutional

conversation on this subject is essential. Also, in order to be meaning-

ful, it must be joint and practical and directed to specific issues and

problems.

With both public and private institutions under pressure to econ-

omize and to make the best possible use of all the resources available,

the time is favorable for a new look at cooperative planning. On the

agenda should be such matters as:

o the availability of public assistance for both full-time

and part-time students

o the adjustment of charges to students in relationship to

scholarship assistance

o the ::stablishment of machinery for exchange of information

in program planning and

o the establishment of procedures for initiative in organiza-

tion and follow up in joint planning.

Both the public and the private sectors of higher education could

gain a good deal from a coon stance on these four topics.
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Factor .;',;3. The Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education

Massachusetts is unusual among the states in having established

an AL''.-isory Council on Education as an independent agancy. In my

view the Council ls well conceived, and has done usefUl work through

the studies that it has sponsored. In any future ornizttion and

structure of higher education in Massachusetts the Council or a simi-

lar type organization* ought to be a major contributor to the success

of the process of planning and coordination.

If one conceives of coordination as a result and hot a process,

and of educational autonomy as essential within a broad consensus

as to the major divisions and parameters of a master plan, it is clear

that the Massachusetts Advisory Council can play a unique role. The

Council is neither an advocate of any educational position nor is it

an administrative body. It is not subject to political or special

influence by any one constit/7eney. It has been, is now, and should

continue to be an independent force in its judgments.

The Council should be in a position, through its studies, to have

an evaluative influence upon the conditions of master planning, as

well as upon the recommendations made by the various segments and by

the agencies of state government. Hence, it can and, in my opinion,

should become a constructive balance wheel in the machinery for

*Un-oar the Governor's Reorganization Plans the Massachusetts Education
Council Sill absorb the Advisory Council and two other councils.
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planning and coordination of higher education. It can serve as a

public forum for the people of Massachusetts when conflict situations

develop and when issues and problems are caught up between advocates

and adversaries.

In some states, the coordinating agency has become subject to

a measure ofpolitical influence either froM the dominant party, a

dominant exefmtive, a legislature, or a combination of these power

centers. This is not desirable for education decision-making. Some-

body outside the master planning and coordinating agency should be

available, therefore, for monitoring planning procedures, for being

sure that the whole case in each mo,jor issue is put before the public

and that there is a public forum for rewlew. In Massachusetts, the

Advisory Council could undertake this role.

This paper turns now to the specific questions on inter-institutional

planning, cooperation, and coordination.

Quet:Ion ricrq can the State of Massechusettn2lan more effectively

for higher °duration?

Comment:

Within the public sector in Massachunetts, it seems to me that

the long-range pl./Inning of the various segments has until now left
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something to be desired. State-wide coordination will not occur

within the system as a whole until there is maximum coordination

among the members of each segment. The idea of segments or systems

of comparable institutions is a sound one, but long-range planning

within the segments should proceed concurrently with long-range

planning for the state. The two should be'part of the same process.

Infra- segment coordination and planning are also parts of the pro-

cess of coLliooration and cooperation with other segments and with

the private sector.

Agreement with this analysis will produce no results, however,

unless initiative for intra- mud inter-group action is taken. Where

should the initiative lie? Under present law, the governance authority

of each segment clearly has the responsibility for integrated planning among

its members. Because such planning has implications for state-wide

activity, the Board of Higher Education also has substantial

responsibility.*

Recommendations:

1. The Board of Higher Education should be encouraged to

conduct discussion of ways and means to advance intra-

and inter-segment planning and planning between the seg-

ments and private institutions. Special staff should be

provided for this purpose, both to the Board and to the

*
Under the Governor's Reorganization plan, the Board of Post-secondary-

Education would have the responsibility.



segment administrations. For the purposes of this

reccm=en6ation, the consortia should be regarded as a

segment. Special arrangements should be made for dis-

cussions of inter-instltutional functions in the Boston area.

Today a formal overall consortium is impossible in the

Boston area because there are too'many institutions, and

they are too diverse in purpose, size, character, and

program. A consortium approach could be made upon certain

functional lines, however, such as the providing of services

to part-time students or to persons enrolled in specific

professional programs, such as law and dentistry or in

doctoral, programs in education.

2. The Board of Higher Education should ask the Association

of Independent Colleges and Universities in Massachusetts

to appoint a committee to serve in an advisory role, parallel

to the present advisory committee composed of representatives

of the public segments. Occasional joint meetings of the

two groups night be held, but for the present parallel inde-

penacnt groups may well be more effective, although they

would be expected to work closely together.

3. If the Board is continued as a government agency after the

General Court considers the Governor's Reorganization Plan,

its membership should be made up oxclunively of jaymnn not
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identified as trustees or employees of any of the

sectors involved.

4. Both public and private colleges and universities should

give every possible exposure to management data, to the

characteristics of administrative policies and to short-

range and long-range plans and operations. For sound

decisions, the public consideration and debate of data,

policy, and planning is essential.

State assisted planning is public business and ought to

be publicly discussed and be a matter of public record.

Essential cnmrmnication cannot be established unless the

planning process is open and the professional relationships

accepted in good faith. Public evaluation of planning and

corollary political decisions cannot be sound without such

public visibility of the professional planning and the

reasons for it.

5. The Massachusetts Advisory Council. should be encouraged to

expand its program of studies and enlarge its role to that

of a forum for public review of critical issues in higher

education. Its studies should include evaluative reports

and studies of institutions, systems, state and agency pro-

cedures, and educational needs of the Commonwealth.
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Queationi2, Is a re7ioral structure likely to be useful for higher

education in Y7-2,sL,.7chusetts?

Corment:

Regional planning within the state has much to commend it. Higher

education ,institutions are economic assets to their regions. They pro-

vide unique services to commuting students. They are spurs to economic

growth. Often they provide for local professional expertise through

their recrwitmeltb of professional personnel for permanent residence

in the community. They provide centers of continuing education and

recreation. The experience has been that practically every institution

of higher learning has something unique to give to its region.

However, regionalism can be parochial and inappropriately political.

Hence, regionalism expressed through consortia, and thus brought into

the state-wide picture, can have the advanta,e of both local perspec-

tive and the broader interest.

The economic and administrative advantages of geographic consortia

have been vell demonstrated in the groups at Amherst and Worcester.

The Southeantern Massachusetts institutions should be encouraged to

develop the relationships already initiated. The special arrangements

suitable for the Boston area are mentioned on page 13 .
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Nith reference to regional planning on an inter-state basis,

I consider the Durham Declaration* of the Presidents of the Public

Universities of New England to be a remarkable document. The

Declaration is a strong and statesman-like exposition of both a

need and an opportunity and should prepare the way for specific

program planning as quickly as possible. The DePlaration makes

clear that the Presidents are dedicated to cooperation where trans-

state relationships can be mutually beneficial.

The Presidents have marked the areas of cooperation and collab-

oration that can be most meaningful, such as graduate school develop-

ment, professional schools, extension and continuing educational

programs, and certain innovations such as common international

programs and an "open university."

However, resolutions do not produce results -- people must work

at programs.

Recommendstions:

1. The State of Massachusetts should take the initiative in

encouraging a New England regional approach to the supply

of highly specialized expensive education in selected

"Inns ouch as the Durham Declaration issued in Durham, New Hampshire,
on rova-lbr 20, 1973, doss not se-,La -to have had widespread publicity, a
copy is inelu.dcd with this memorandum as Appendix A for the convenience
of the :-adcr.
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professional fields and technical areas. Veterinary

medicine is an example. The New England Board of Higher

Education should be prepared to be the agent for such

inquiry and to foster the establishment of appropriate

administrative mechanisms.

2. The Presidents of the Land-Grant Vniversities shoUld make

every effort to carry out the objectives of the Durham

Declaration and the General Court should provide separate

funds for this purpose.

3. Since planning requires personnel both for expertise and

administrative initiative and follow through, funds for

these purposes should be provided to the segments, including

the consortia, and the state agency concerned.

Question 1,1. How can the views of the Legislature be fed orp

adequately into the higher education planning mechanism in

Massachusetts?

Comment:

According to a recent survey.* many legislators are 1 estive about

the nature of their involvement with higher education decision-making.

*Stc,te Offieir_ln Educati on: A Survey of the 0-oinions
e.na of Po:licyr::::::ers in 7:: rie Staten, by rt. Eulau and 11, Quinley,
a report prep<7.red. for the Czxnegie Commission on Higher Education; McGraw-
11111 Book Co., New York, 19l0.
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First, they are concerned that they do not systematically receive

sufficient firot-hand information on which to base informed judgments

on legislation before them. Of course, this generalization is true

about many areas of public business, and legislators acknowledge that

they are dependent moon leadership and committees for guidance and

upon the degree of their confidence in the recommending agencies and

agents. More and more, however, as higher education assumes greater

importance in state finance, they feel impelled to be better informed

in greater depth than they are now.

Second, beyond the desirF to be informed on higher education as a finan-

cial matter, legislators have unusual interest in higher education, per se.

Many of them feel close to the subject, as products of the system, and

many have ideas for its imp:ovement that they feel ought to have con-

sideration. Some of these proposals reflect the interests of their

constituents, some originate in their own experience.

It is to be noted in connection with both points that while dele-

gation of a large share of responsibility for policy recommendations

to institutional and coordinating agencies has been necessary to expedite

business, legislators desire some direct involvement that will be per-

sonal and authentic. Because the effectiveness of institutional opera-

tions and many policy determinations will result from legislatiw: action,

the desire for participation ought to be encouraged, not discouraged.
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Over time, many devices and procedures have been tried in an

effort to improve legislative relations to higher education, For

example, in the past it was possible to arrange group visits to

campuses, Some states established official committees for visits to

educational institutions, Some placed members of the legislature on

advisory boards,

Today, however, ad hoc, haphazard, casual, and almo.. accidental

relationships are no longer adequate to keep legislators informed or

to serve as an appropriate channel for communication from individual

legislators or committees to planning and policy agencies,

Recommendations:

1, The legiSlature should create a joint committee on higher

education, not to supplant or compete with appropriation or

education committees now existing, but to be responsible for

establishing channels for legislative involvement in the

preliminary processes leading to final action, The Committee

would be advisory, would send observers regularly to the

meetings of the Board of Higher Education and would digest

reports that should be communicated to the members of the

legislature..
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2. Between sessions of the legislature, campus visitations

and discussion should be scheduled, perhaps two a year,

rotated among the segments, including the private institu-

tions as a segment. These visits and programs would be

sponsored by the joint committee on higher education.

3. The Advisory Council on Education should conduct annually

a structured conference on issues and problems in higher

education in Massachusetts with the program planned in

consultation with legislative leaders and segment heads

and the Board of Higher Education. Proceedings should be

made available to all members of the legislature and other

specialized audiences. Trends of discussion should be

reported, as well as analytical papers.

4. The Board of Higher Education should conduct a survey

of members of the legislature and of the institutional

and segment heads on how it is possible to increase

the involvement of the members of the legislature in

the planning mechanisms of higher education. As background,

the experiences of other states could be procured from the

Co=mission of the States.
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Question Haw can inter-institutional cooperation be fostered in

Massnehusetts?

Co=ent:

Although some of the comments and recommendations given above

. to questions number 1, 2, and 3 relate also to question number 4,*

I shall list in this section only those that pertain to consortia.

Massachusetts is fortunate in that there are arrangements for

developing consortia and a growing acceptance of the efficacy of

voluntary cooperation through consortia.

The organization of private and public institutions in the

Worcester area where the institutions work together in the implementa-

tion of plans and the similar but older arrangements at Amherst pro-

vide good experience from which to build. An incipient possibility

exists in southeastern Massachusetts where conversations about cooper-

ative enterprises have already been started.

In the Boston area dozens of bilateral agreements already exist.

among neighboring institutions. This suggests that the time has come

for a systematic and more extensive pattern of relationships. Here

as indicated earlier, it. is probable that cooperative machinery would

have to be organized around common functions and student constituencies

rather than around the institutions themselves.

*RnenifinAllv. see nafres 12-15. 16-17. and 19-20 of this memorandum.
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Recommendations:

1. The establishment of consortia and other methods of inter-

institutional cooperation should be encouraged whenever

possible.

2. The state should study seriously how to relate the operations

of the commissions established under Section 1202 of the

Educational Amendments of 1972 to the present or new machinery

for state planning.

3. The state might formalize relationships to consortia so that

it would be legally possible to make direct grants or approp-

riations to them for inter-institutional activities without

amending the Constitution.

IL The state should provide administrative and planning funds

for consortia to the extent possible under the Constitution.

One way to be considered would be the assignment of Jointly

selected personnel from the Board of Higher Education.

5. Once legal barriers are removed the state could enter into

contracts with ccnsortia to provide necessary educational

services.
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Question 5. Fry can cc titive exr=sion, duplication of efforts,

and Ta:latc, of bn avoided in Massachusetts?

Comment:

The Comment and Recommendations developed under the previous

four questions covers the import of Question #5.

AU that has been said in this paper has been directed to ways

and means of avoiding competitive expansion, duplication of efforts

and unnecessary expenditure of funds. However, the thrust has

been positive, also: the enhancement of assets the conservation and

responsible use of resources, and how best to serve the Commonwealth.

Concluding Notes

Policy formulation is always affected by the organization and

administration established to implement policy. Although organization

22E se has been excluded frcm the purview of this study, one cannot

fail to note that the Governor's reorganization recommendations to the

legislature have placed a constraint upon initiative of all agents,

.agencies, and institutions included in the planning of Higher education

in lasaachusetts.

The prevailing mood is one of uncertainty as to future responsi-

bilities and possibilities. Hence, whatever changes may be adopted
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should be evaluated by those who will have the responsibility for

implemente,tion. Little forward movement toward planning and cooper-

ation as 111-,e recemlended can be expected until present organization

proposals are determined.

One caveat should be entered on this point. Coordination, desired

by all parties, is a resulting condition, not a procedure. Coordina-

tion at its beet is not imposed. It arises from the various elements

in consensus-seeking that have been described in this report. Respon-

sibility for initiative in master planning must be established, but

the substance of the master plan should be determined after approp-

riate input has been solicited and weighed, the parameters determined,

and respect for institutional autonomy to the fullest possible extent

establisbed. Efficiency cannot be attained without a high degree of

rmtcuomy.

On the other hand, enough authority must accompany master planning

to eeal with the minority who will not be a party to a consensus. Here,

however, the authority should be lieted, based upon the realization

that in the end the people of the state must determine the policies --

not bureaucracy. Accordingly, the General Court should not expect to

withdraw entirely from involvement in major policy decision as regards

scope and goals. Fiscal responsibility requires a measure of policy

responsibility. The legislature must reflect the wishes of the people

at large as well as their on views of the operations of the higher

education cc=unity.
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The effectiveness of state planning rests with the willingness

of the individual institutions to participate and to work with others

in the attack on larger problems. Such willingness and desire will be

expressed only when there is no threat, direct or indirect, to the

institution's established nission, when there is no possibility of

authoritative regimentation or political domination. Continuing

collaboration within a framework of agreement is essential to con-

structive outcomes. No institution, public or private, should regard

what is best for the state as a whole as in anyway inimical, to its

own development.

In setting up the devices for master planning and coordination,

in calling for new initiatives in the spirit of mutual concern, there

is almtys the temptation to look to machinery as the answer to problem

solving. Machinery does not solve problems -- people do. Massachusetts

has been forward-looking in the establishment of organizational struc-

tures -- the establishment of a state agency for master planning in

higher education, the creation of the Advisory Council on Education,

the development of consortia, the establishment of new campuses and

new institutions within the najor segments, and the organization of

the major sesments.

The task ahead is one for leadership, for initiative, for the

development of a spirit of cooperative enterprise, and above all for

the provision of resources to make effective planning possible. The
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sums required axe not large, relatively. They should be regarded as

investments in future efficiency.

Addendum

During the course of the visits with educators and administrators

in Massachusetts and the study of the documents on higher education

in the Commonwealth, a number of matters arose which were beyond the

precise scope of the questions assigned to me by the Academy. This

mem:rand= provides an opportunity, however, to comment on these

matters, also.

1. The levying of tuitions at public institutions.

Tuitions imposed by public institutions are a form of

selective tax imposed by the state on persons who use the

services offered. The state imposes many selective taxes

on users, such as the tax on gasoline for the use of

highways, and authorizes the imposition of taxes by

other governmental bodies, such as taxes on the use of

water provided by cities to citizens, etc. Sometimes

the tax on users is a charge which has a direct relationship

to the cost of producing the services provided and is in the

nature of a price. Sometimes this is not the case. In any

event, the distinction is blurred. However, only in the

case of the state-wide tax levied on students in the form

of tuition is the amount to be levied determined exclusively

and without any reference to cost or other criteria by members
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of appointed boards rather than by persons who are the

elected representatives of the people. In my view, the

amount of tuition levied on students should be determined

by the legislature, not by governing boards. Moreover,

since there is no necessary relationship between the amount

charged and the cost of services provided in the several

institutions, it seems to me that the tuition pattern

should be uniform for all public colleges and universities

in the state.

2. Scholarship assistance for part-time students.

.Throughout the history of higher educatibn in this country,

a part-time student has been treated much less adequately

than the full-time student. One area of discrimination is

with respect to scholarship awards, which in general exclude

part-time students altogether.

In Massachusetts, as elsewhere in the country, there is

likely to be a great increase in the number of part-time

students in the next five to ten years. They are likely

to be a substantially greater proportion of the total enrol-

ment (on a head count basis) than they now. The state

should, it seems to me, be sensitive to the financial needs

of part-time students, and where they are entitled to assint-

ance should provide aid on n pro-rata bw.is r.imilar to that

provided to full-time students.
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3, Inter-institutional contracts.

The legal barriers that prohibit contracting arrangements be-

tween public and private institutions of higher education at the

present time should be eliminated as quickly as possible

by amending the state constitution. This arrangement can

be useful to the State, and, if adopted, could be highly

productive in selected areas of cooperation.

4. Emphasis upon common goals.

In serving the Commonwealth and the citizens of Massachusetts,

the private and the public colleges and universities have more in

common than their public differences suggest. However, the

atmosphere of apprehension, as previously described, does give

rise to the building of separate constituencies and to the de-

velopment of divisive attitudes. Polarizing the general commu-

nity on higher education issues would be exceedingly unfortunate

for the welfare of higher education in Massachusetts, for the

State, and for each of the components. Such a development is

more than a theoretical possibility. The beginning of such di-

vision has already been noted. It is important therefoe that

additional sophisticated lay leadership, with su'asanticl public

visibility, be brought into the planning and gwernance operations at

all levels and in all agencies and segments Tor thr) benefit or the

Commonwealth an a whole.
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APPENDIX A

THE DUI:HAI! DECLARATION OF THE PRESIDENTS
OF THE PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES OF NEW ENGLAND*

The Presidents of the six land-grant public universities of

New England, meetL.g in Durham, New Hampshire, for their fourth

formal session of the year, have continued their efforts to

broaden and strengthen their established pattern of regional

cooperation. We recognize that mounting demands for public

higher education of high quality finds New England at a

crossroads. Generations behind most of the United States in its

realization of the need for support, our region has made

impressive strides in the. development of its public universities

and colleges in the last decade. Expanded enrollments, improved

facilities, better faculties, greater service to our states are

among our genuine accomplishments.

Those advances have required increasing investments of tax money.

Today, there is a proper and growing public cc:lc:ern that our

universities arc effective institutions -- crez'Linc knew](.(1(jo,

imparting knowledge, reaching out to those who need us most.

There is also proper concern that university programs are wull-

lanned, well-manage and well-coordinated with one anoth, r and

viLh the private institutions of Rigid': education that aro so

*is u?(' on November. 20, 1972 at Durham, New Hampshire



rich a resource in New England. As Presidents of the six public

universities, we believe we carry a special obligation to

organize our progress so that we strengthen the overall pattern

of higher education in our region, public and private alike.

Accordingly, each of us has been engaged in our own states in

participating in consortia and other collaborative arrangements.

For many years we have been partners with our private colleagues

In New England Board of Higher Education. We are proud of the

outreach and special educational activities of the New England

Center here in Durham. We, believe we have built a sensible,

wholesome, intramural and intercollegiate athletic program.

Now we believe it is time to take another- major step forward;

a common planning and coordination in our academic and public

service areas.

Specifically, we believe we can better our educational offerings

and improve our cost effectiveness if - --

First, we plan the cours of our graduate schooldevelop-

ments together.

Universities by the very nature of their calling, must carry

on graduate education of high quality. But we believe we can

shape together an overall program that gives each institution

sufficient strength and depth in faculty and research challenge

and at the same time avoids duplication and destructive

competition.

Second, we will continue to examine our common canacit',

for reclion-wid professi-n sciwols locac,d at a ::int00

For sum( time, proposals for varicln Now England profi.L;si(w,t1
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schools, such as in undertaking new field of health services,

have been under popular discussion. We believe that we should

now determine the genuine needs for such undertakings, and if

they are demonstrated, initiate them together. We should also

evaluate the ways our present professional schools and colleges

can be made to complement one another.

Third, we will undertake to strengthen,

rationalize our extension

The New England region is

fit four times within the

devise a genuine regional

streamline, and

and continuing educational programs.

compact; our six states taken together

borders of Texas. We think we can

extension capability that car help

our comMunities and improve the status and morale of the

faculties and staffs involved.

Fourth, since NeW England with the rest of America, looks

increasingly toward shart-d activities with our other nation,

we believe we can develop further common international proyrams.

The recent New England-Japan Trade Conference here at the

New England Center is a good example of our potential. The

international study exchange programs for students and faculties

are another.. We Jelieve that we can systematically develop

relations with universities across the world that can yield

enormous economic cultural and social benefits to our states..

Finally, the concont of an open university easily avi-tila100.

to all who desire has excited the professional educ,It.nr

citizen alike.

We have the c.bligation to explore the concLpt on a r..gional

basis and al2..-ady proposals exist in several of our states to
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use public television, regional centers and special courses to

that end.

Given our conviction t!-:t these five areas of collaboration

hold high promise, we have asked Don Nicoll of Maine, a

distinguished New Englander with a long record of public service

to our region, to analyze how we can realize our academic and

service aims and to make specific recommendations as to organ-

ization and procedure. We hope to have the Nicoll study before

us early in 1973 and to be able to pres'ent to our boards of

trustees, and through them to the people of our states, a

realistic plan of action next year. Our expectation is that we

can establish arrangements that will dramatically irprove the

combined value of our institutions and the effectiveness with

which we work.

In the mean;me, we will accelerate our existing endeavors. in

athletics and continuing education. We ask all New Englanders

concerned with the future of their region and their children to

support us in our work.


